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YOU HOLD 
THE POWER!
IGNITING YOUR FIRE FOR 
SUCCESS

Be the spark that ignites the fire for explosive 
growth within you and your business! If we can find 
the spark that lights the fire within, if we can focus 
on protecting that inner light - without giving our 
power away - that is when we can achieve the most 
extraordinary success.
 
Award-winning entrepreneur, Lori Hilson Cioromski, 
has ‘been there and done that’ as a leader in a 
historically male dominated industry throughout 
her career. Learn valuable insights on rising above, 
getting back to personal core values especially 
when life throws us unforeseen roadblocks and 
unexpected curve balls. Overcoming challenges is 
often difficult and terrifying but coming through the 
other side with new experiences is life changing. Do 
not be robbed of your power!
 

 If business owners, working mothers and aspiring 
leaders read, “YOU HOLD THE POWER! – Igniting 
YOUR Fire For Success”, they will gain the 
confidence to move mountains, fulfill dreams 
and achieve unparalleled growth and success in 
business and in life.  For when we own our power, 
everything is possible!

“Lori is beautiful woman, from the inside out but boy, 
does she mean business! As mom and entrepreneur, 
I can honestly say, she was a trailblazer long before 
I thought to be one. I love her story because just like 
she says, EVERYTHING IS POSSBILE, it is nice to be 
reminded of it again and again! This is a book to be 
put into practice, love the Workbook too” 

-Nicole Martin, Founder/Chief Empowerment 
Officer of HRBoost LLC 

“Conversations Create Opportunities”

Get your book copy or hire Lori as your 
next speaker today.


